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E-MEDIAVISION.COM INTRODUCES IP BROADCAST MULTIVIEWER 

AT NAB 2008 

 

London, England, April 12, 2008 …e-mediavision.com introduced today the X-View DPX-IP, a broadcast 

IP Multiviewer.  The award winning X-View range is enhanced further with the introduction of the DPX-

IP model which can decode and display multiple video channels directly from the encoded IP stream. 

 

The DPX-IP Multiviewer can decode 24 channels of H264/AVC-10 encoded video onto two HD display 

monitors in 1920 x 1080 resolutions in real time.The dual screen outputs enable the operator to have 

maximum flexibility in visual monitoring, by allowing a mosaic display on one screen and a full screen 

display on the second output or split configuration where both monitors can show a combination of 

mosaic outputs. 

 

The X-View DPX-IP provides all of the normal functions associated with traditional Multiviewers such as 

in-picture audio monitoring, Tally and UMD as well as real-time resize, position and zooming functions. 

The additional benefits of decoding directly via the IP stream lowers cost of implementation within a 

broadcast facility, as IP streams can be routed using conventional low cost IT routers and switches, with 

the added benefit that hardware based decoders are not required to decode the IP back to video as is 

the case with conventional Multiviewers. 

 

Additional software modules enable the X-View DPX-IP to also handle multi format encoded video and 

audio, such as, MPEG1/2/4. The user interface and network based control can also be customized to 

individual requirements. 

 

About e-mediavision.com: 

 

e-mediavision.com, based in London, England, is a world leader in real-time video graphic systems for 

the sports, news, weather and media markets, as well as multi-image display solutions with its X-View 

display processors and X-Com control and monitoring system. 

For more information, go to www.e-mediavision.com. 
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